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A Severe Rainstorm with Flood in Florence

A heavy storm occurred over Florence, last august 1st 2015 in 
the evening, including severe thunderstorms while some 

tornado-like incident being reported; a remarkable amount of 
rainfall has been recorded and consequent flood incidents all 

over the eastern urban sector as well. 

Key Study 1



Analysis 00.00UTC – 12.00 UTC – 18.00UTC: 588 isoline over Mediterranean 
area, lowering down after a trough due to classical  Atlantic mid latitude cyclone 
working over northern Europe



Analysis 00.00UTC – 12.00 UTC – 18.00UTC: summer situation with main 
subjects moving at higher latitudes, jet stream main branches along 50°-
55° N parallels, anticyclone over Mediterranean area



ECMWF , GM over Italy; run jul 31 00UTC, T+24- T+42



ECMWF , GM over Italy; run aug 01 00UTC, T+06- T+24



ECMWF , GM over Italy; run aug 01 00UTC, T+06- T+24



ECMWF , GM over Italy; run jul 31 12UTC, T+36- T+42; aug 01 00UTC,  T+12- T+18



CosmoMe , LM over Italy; run aug 01 12.00UTC, Th. Diagram T+04- T+08



FS Maps- Fronts: run jul 31 
00UTC (T+36, T+48) and 
aug 01 00UTC (T+24)



CosmoMe , LM over Italy; run aug 01 00.00UTC, T+12- T+18

Remarkably  high SST (summer 2015)



CosmoI7 , LM over Italy; run jul 31 00UTC, T+33- T+42



CosmoMe , LM over Italy; 
run aug 01 00UTC, T+15- 
T+21



ECMWF , GM over Italy; run jul 31 00UTC, T+42- T+48; aug 01 00UTC, T+18- T+24



CosmoMe , LM over Italy; run aug 01 00UTC, T+12- T+21



Sat enhanced aug 01, 
14.00 UTC, 
15 UTC



Sat enhanced aug 01, 16.00 UTC, 
17 UTC, 18 UTC, 18.30 UTC



Ground Observations: Locally  52 mm maximum recorded rate within two hours; 
city gauge (Firenze): 40 mm within 1 hour

Courtesy Civil Protection Department



Conclusions
1. Detected synoptic subjects: a warm front, not excessively 

active, within a well organized classic frontal system and a 
comma-like cold upper level low, being charged by the 
high sea temperature (SST) and umidity rate.

2. Phenomena have been not exclusively convective but kept 
a dynamical nature as well.

3. The rainfall has been quick, rich in amount though.

4. Possible tornado-like incidents are usually connected with 
such powerful summer subjects.



An eavy Thunderstom Cluster Involves 
Central-Southern Italy

On last august 7th 2015 afternoon and evening, a heavy 
clustered thunderstom like cell occurred over Thyrrenian 

Central-southern Italian regions as a consequence of a 
remarkable instability spreading over along the whole coastly 

area, up to Latium and Umbrian inner part.

Key Study 2



Europe: Analysis aug 07, 12UTC: thropopause main wind (middle latitude jet 
stream) drowing a typical summer synoptic situation with fast high latitude 
circulation over continental Europe. 



Europe: Analysis aug 07, 12UTC: russian thermal anticyclone determines levelled 
high pressure area over western Mediterranean area with relative low (1012 hPa) 
over central/ eastern basins. An upper level low reported. 



Europe: Analysis aug 07, 12UTC: main flux driven by jet stream sliding over alpine 
region letting anticyclonic area over Mediterranean Sea. WCB following it 
supplying heath. Top level instability over south eastern Italy and Ionian Greece 
represented as a “comma”. 



ECMWF , GM over Italy; run aug 07 00UTC, T+06- T+18



ECMWF , GM over Italy; run aug 07 00UTC, T+12- T+18



ECMWF , GM over Italy; run aug 07 00UTC, T+12- T+18



MSG3 IR CH 10.8, aug 07 13.00 UTC - 16.00 UTC (each 15’)



Meteosat WV ch 6.2, aug 07 18.00 UTC + H500 + T500



Meteosat IR ch 10.8, aug 07 18.00 UTC + H700 + TA500



Observed Precipitation august  7 th 2016: 10.00 am UTC- 10 pm UTC
Courtesy Civil Protection Department

The observed amount of rain 
has been  not excessively high 
although some clusters had persisted 
over limited areas. Some severe hail 
storms  have been reported over inner 
local areas between Latium and 
Umbria, where no phenomena had 
been expected (a flight competition 
was on in Rieti then with most Central 
Italy  as interested  air space ).



Conclusions
1. Detected synoptic subjects: a comma, wide and not 

excessively active, within a levelled isobaric ground field (1012 
hPa), over  Southern Italy by analysis 12.00 UTC.

2. Phenomena have been predicted over southern Adriatic and 
ionian area, not exclusively convective but kept a dynamical 
nature as well.

3. The rainfall has been quick and not too rich in amount
     although clustered over some sites.

4. Local severe hail storms like incidents are usually connected 
with such summer typical synoptic subjects.



Any question?
Thank you for your attention
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